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Community Development
All across America the 
results of aimless, unplanned 
suburban development are 
causing concern. Shopping, 
residential and industrial areas 
have been allowed to grow up 
around our major cities without 
regard to the actual needs of 
the people who live and work 
there.
Until recently, there seemed 
little hope that this suburban 
sprawl could be contained and 
shaped into a better en­
vironment for our expanding 
population. The Student 
Management Association of 
Rosary Hill College is spon­
soring a program that evaluates 
the suburban dilemma and 
offers solutions. New Concepts 
in Community Development: 
Need Input/What is Yours? 
was held Wednesday April 4 at 
7:30 p.m. in Wick Center on
campus. The program included 
a film prom inent panel 
members, discussion and 
refreshments. Co-hosts of the 
program were Mr. Joe Heckel 
and Mr. Bruce Simmeth.
The film “Something 
O ld . . .S o m e th in g  N ew ” 
discussed the development of 
New towns in Reston, Virginia; 
Columbia, Maryland; Jonathon, 
Minnesota; and Welfare Island, 
New York. The film was highly 
subjective and inbued with 
propaganda.
A panel discussion followed 
the film. Panel members in­
cluded Dr. Charles Notess, 
Associate Professor of 
Engineering at State University 
of Buffalo; Dr. Roy Gerard of 
the Economic Consultants 
Organization; Mr. David F. 
Parker, Director of Audubon 
Community in Amherst in
conjunction with New York 
State Urban Development 
Corporation; and Dr. Robert 
Rentz, Associate Professor of 
Education at Rosary Hill 
College.
During the discussion which 
followed, the question arose of 
what the public can do as a 
group to insure citizen input. 
Audience reaction on a whole 
was very good. Most people felt 
however that more interaction 
is needed between the inner 
core and urban area. There is a 
lack of participation (input) of 
minority groups in speaking 
about the needed respon­
sibilities and methods to rebuild 
core areas. It was generally 
accepted that a charismatic 
leader must come along tp 
guide industrial, economical 
and artistic activities.
A R T  C H AIR M AN 
LEA V ES  RHC
After four years on the 
faculty, Steven B. Clippinger, 
assistant professor of art, and 
present chairman of the art 
department, will “graduate” to 
New York City. “I feel like I 
should be marching with the 
senior class this spring.”
The past four years have 
been productive, exciting, and 
happy for Clippinger. Starting 
at Rosary Hill College in 1969, 
he established the Foundation 
Program for freshman drawing 
and design, serving as chairman 
of the program for three years. 
Last year he became chairman 
of the department, replacing 
Sister Jeanne Fiel, O.S.F.
For the past year, he had 
done considerable work in­
volving public relations for the 
College. “OPENEYES” was the 
major attraction in the fall 
sem ester, which gave the 
community and the state a first­
hand look at the art facilities. 
Mr. Vincent Popolizio, Chief of 
the Art Education Bureau in 
Albany, cited our art depart­
m ent at RHC as one of the 
leading art centers in the 
country. In his capacity as 
chairman of the New York 
State Art Teachers Association, 
Clippinger had been able to 
contact artists- and teachers 
throughout New York State 
and inform them of the high 
quality programs at Rosary Hill 
College.
Away from the college, 
C lippinger found tim e to 
restore an old house in the city 
of Buffalo which will be on the
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Smith College Tour of Artists’ 
homes this spring. “The house 
has been my painting and 
sculpture this year. T am going 
to miss it.” Clippinger is a 
member of the local Patteran 
Artists group. His work has 
been exhibited locally at the 
Gallery West in Buffalo. In the 
past four years, he has been 
included in num erous 
exhibitions, m ostly in the 
Rochester area. Several of his 
works are represented in the 
Price Waterhouse collection. 
“Sister Angela Canavan was my 
first Buffalo collector. She has 
one of my drawings, a triptych, 
in her office.” Since then, many 
Buffalo homes have acquired 
his paintings and sculptures.
“My move to New York will 
enable me to test my own 
ability to survive as a serious
artist. I will live in the Soho 
community of New York City in 
a loft.” The building is owned 
by pop artist, Robert Indiana, 
and Clippinger will be em­
ployed as an assistant to him. “I 
look forward to meeting my 
neighbors th e re !” Louise 
Neve Ison lives on the next 
corner; Roy Lichtenstein lives 
across the street; Jasper Johns, 
Marisol, to name a few, all live 
in the area.
“I can’t believe I am leaving. 
It still seems like a dream. I will 
miss the students at Rosary Hill 
most of all. In four years I have 
watched our students undergo 
trem endous growth as 
developing artists and teachers. 
My opportunity to play a small 
part in this development has 
brought me great personal 
satisfaction. One of my fondest
International
Dimension-RHC
A movement is in progress 
at RHC to emphasize the in­
ternational dimension of every 
field of study. A committee 
formed for that purpose is 
chaired by Sr. Margaret Irr, 
Chairman of the Modern 
Foreign Languages Con­
centration. She is being aided 
by Dr. Paule Hennin, also of the 
M odern Foreign Languages 
Concentration, who is working 
with chairman of other con­
centrations to investigate 
possibilities of program abroad. 
The committee was set up in 
response to inform ation 
received by the College con­
cerning the acquisition of an 
HEW G ran t' to encourage 
international studies.
The goal of the Rosary Hill 
program as proposed by the 
com mittee is to: “Provide 
learning experiences aimed at 
sensitizing the students to the 
diverse cultural, economic and 
spiritual systems which 
characterize the global com­
munity.”
The program’s objectives 
are:
1) To enrich the present 
curriculum by increasing in­
te rd isc ip lin a ry  o fferings 
focusing on international 
issues.
2) To provide students and 
faculty the opportunity to 
involve themselves in new 
social groups abroad thus 
encouraging them to re-
evaiuatè their own beliefs and 
prejudices from that per­
spective.
3) To allow students to 
accumulate academic credit for 
participation in field work.
4) To assist students to 
develop the necessary language 
skills for participating 
realistically in the Program for 
Developing Global Sensitivity.
5) To increase knowledge of 
the local community con­
cerning international relations 
by sponsoring courses, lectures 
and seminars.
One of the projects in­
cluded in the Program for 
Developing Global Sensitivity 
is a 4-week inter-sem ester 
excursion to Mexico. The 
purpose of the trip is to  ex­
perience Mexican culture as 
well as to study it and is offered 
for credit. Students interested 
in studying Native Arts and 
Crafts, History, Education, 
Sociology, Anthropology, 
Archeology, Spanish or 
Theology in Mexico are eligible 
for the study program and are 
encouraged to contact Dr. 
Hennin for additional in­
formation.
Similar programs are 
presently under consideration 
by the committee. Information 
concerning them and other 
aspects of the Program for 
Developing Global Sensitivity 
will be available in a brochure 




P rom otions have been 
approved for thirteen Rosary 
Hill College Faculty members.
Promoted from assistant 
professor to associate professor 
were Dr. Richard B. Barrett, 
natural sciences; Dr. Richard S. 
Cim balo, psycholory; Dr. 
Roslyn Gerard, Sociology; Mrs. 
M agdalene M. H ettle r, 
mathematics; Dr. Edward J. 
McMahon, education; and Sr. 
Vivian Rauch, education.
Promoted from instructor to 
assistant professor were Dr. 
Winston Arzu, french; Mr. C. 
Jackson Brockette, Jr., Art; 
Mrs. Carolyn Cave, natural
memories will always be the 
summer of 1971.” That was the 
year Clippinger took eight 
students on a travel and study 
tour of central Europe. “The 
beautiful experiences of that 
trip shall never be forgotten. 
The course was offered for
sciences; Mrs. Ruth Palumbo, 
history and government; Mr. 
Marco Silversti, business and 
economics; Sr. Mary Frances 
Welch, philosophy.
Four other members of the 
faculty have been granted 
tenure. They are Sr. Marie 
T herese Dixon,- Sr. Sarah 
Doran, Sr. Paula Fox, and Mrs. 
Virginia Suhalla.
The granting of promotions 
and tenure was by action of the 
Board -of Trustees and will be 
effective with the com ­
mencement of the 1973-1974 
academic year. %
college credit, however, no 
number of credits could really 
do justice to the learning all of 
us experienced. As I look back, 
I realize how much I have 
learned from my students. Life 
is about changes and 
challenges, that is what I hope 
to find in this new venture.”
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culation has decreased by 
2714 books per year since 
1968. This is also true in 
several of the other local 
colleges and universities. I ’ll 
leave the interested person 
to draw his own con­
clusions.
Well, my dear ex­
bookworm, it seems that the 
RHC student has every  
reason to be proud o f the 
library, which may not have 
the largest collection of 
books in the world but which 
certainly is growing at a 
rapid pace thanks to the 
faculty and the library staff. I  
certainly hope that in the 
future you take a little more 
tim e to investigate the 
situation before reporting on 
something which is of great 
importance to many people 
oh this campus who are 
working quite diligently to 
improve as much as possible 
the standards of this college.
There are many other 
interesting facts which are 
too lengthy to mention here 
but if  anyone is interested in 
checking my figures or in 
doing a study of their own, I  
would be more than happy 
to pass on the information 




There was a time when 
the Wick Center was new 
and because students knew 
what it was to be without it, 
they treated it with respect. 
It was a place we all enjoyed 
using. Unfortunately, some 
students now take the Wick 
for granted, and bit by bit 
they are destroying not the 
building, but our sense of 
enjoyment in being there. 
How can ay one who knows 
the cost of tuition, sit down 
with a knife and deliberately 
slash the arm of a couch or 
the back o f a chair. How can 
adults, supposedly mature 
people, stamp out a cigarette 
butt here and deposit a wad 
of chewing gum there?
There was also a time 
when you could hand your 
coat at the end o f the 
corridor in Duns Scotus at 
9:00a.m. and it would still be 
there when you went home 
at five! Today a senior Art 
student cannot even display 
his work for our enjoyment 
and * appreciation without 
having it disappear from the 
exhibition area.
Many o f us are insensed 
at this destruction. It is time 
that we sto p p ed  sitting  
patiently by while a very few  
destroy the atmosphere that 
has been distinctive  o f  
Rosary Hill. I  respect your 
rights and I  expect you to 
respect mine. When the rest 
of the country is worrying 
about pollution, why do we 
have to accept it here?
So it is spring and the 
statue of St. Joseph must be 
sprayed with green paint and 
a sign must be ripped off the 
wall o f  the elevator. 
Childish, isn’t it? There are 
certainly many positive ways 
to  celebrate the return of 
spring.
The incidents I  have 
referred to could not happen 
without the cooperation of 
some o f us. I  feel it is time 
we stop being the usilent 
majority’’ and raise our 
voices against the  
destruction of our campus. I  
hope YOU will join me.
S. Marita Lannan 
Vice President 
' for Academic Affairs
Dear Editor,
After having made ex­
tensive use of the RHC 
library in the past four years, 
it was rather disturbing to 
discover that there are 
several bookworm s who 
have labeled our library as 
som e sort o f useless 
storehouse overflowing with 
antiques. In response, I ’d  
like to offer a few convincing 
facts which might help to 
revive the lost faith o f our 
ex-book worms.
I  settled down to work 
with the aid of a calculatorr 
computer and a few simple 
formulas on statistics, all of 
which greatly helped in 
simplifying my work. With 
the excellent cooperation of 
Sister Patrice and the library 
staff, all the necessary
sta tistica l m aterial was 
readily made available upon 
request.
Being a math major, I  
decided to limit the scope of 
my research to the math and 
com puter science books. 
Just to keep things precise, 
there are exactly 1859 such 
books excluding the 54 
which are still on order. 
Instead o f finding thè 
publishing date of each book 
to determine the mean, I  
used a random sampling of 
500 books on which to base 
my calculations. Of these, 
only 3 were found between 
the years 1854-1900 while 49 
were found between 1901- 
1939. The mean publishing 
date for the span 1940-1972 
is I960 and the standard 
deviation was calculated to 
be 7. Statisticians translate 
this to mean that 67% of all 
the books were published 
between 1953-1967. So, our 
ex-bookworm’s educated 
guess of 1880-1920 as the 
m ost popu lar perio d  is 
somewhat less than correct.
S in ce1965 an average of 
152 books have bee pur­
chased each year by the 
Math Dept. The department 
has consistently spent its 
entire allotment and has 
exceeded their budget each 
year since 1967 by an 
average o f $121. This money 
is then drawn from the 
general fund. The amount 
alloted to each deparment 
has generally increased and 
varies depending on the size 
of the department.
Taking a brief look at the 
general situation, I  found 
that there are 68,029 books 
stacked on the shelves of our 
library. An average of 3900 
books are purchased each 
year with the $21,000 
alloted. Every conceivable 
attempt has been made to 
keep the allotment for books 
the same despite the current 
cutbacks.
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SMA
Activities
The Student Management 
Association events during the 
months of April and May are a 
raffle and awards dinner. The 
Senior Awards Dinner will be 
held Saturday, May 5 at the 
Buffalo Trap and Field Club on 
Cayuga Rd., near the Buffalo 
A irport. Cocktails will be 
served at 6:00 P.M. and dinner 
at 7:00 P.M. Following the 
dinner a guest speaker will talk 
and awards presented to 
c o n c e n tra tio n  m em bers 
selected for outstanding 
academic and overall 
achievement. All seniors of the 
Business and Economics 
Concentration are invited to 
the dinner free of charge. 
(Tickets for others will be 
$4.75.) Students inviting a guest 
outside of RHC should first 
contact Mary Gaglione or Don 
Dunn and check the sheet on 
the bulletin board outside the 
concentration office.
The SMA is also sponsoring 
a raffle of an 8-track stereo 
system throughout the month 
of April and until noon, 
Wednesday, May 2. Tickets are 
$.25 a piece or 5 tickets for 
$1.00. “Take a chance” at the 
SMA desk at Wick. Overflow 
funds will be used for a future 
Scholarship Fund.
Dear Editor:
There are 165 
courageous people at the 
Dow Chemical plant in Bay 
City which has been on 
strike for 14 months. They 
would like to enlist the aid of 
your newspaper and 
members of the student body 
so that we may survive. Dow 
Chemical is using its 
unlimited resources in an 
attem p to destroy us 
economically and eliminate 
the co llective  bargaining . 
process o f our Local Union 
which is 14055 of the United 
Steelworkers.
Many workers and their 
fam ilies have suffered  
unlimited hardships in the 
loss o f income and personal 
property which they have 
had to sell in order to feed  
their families because Dow 
Chemical refuse$ to resolve 
an unjust labor dispute  
provoked by Dow Chemical 
and its local management.
In the in terest o f  
humanity we ask that you 
print this letter in your 
college paper and that the 
student body aid us by 
refusing to buy Handi-wrap 
plastic food wrap and Ziploc 
bags which are made at the 
Bay City plant.
If there are individuals or 
groups on campus who 
would like to aid us in this 
h umane endea vor, please 
contact me at the address 
which is given below. We 
request that they boycott^ the 
above mentioned products 
which are produced by Dow 
Chemical in Bay City and by 
any other aid or activities 








BUFFALO, NEW YORK: 
The faculty and senior B.S. 
students of the Art Con­
centration of Rosary Hill 
College present the 1973 Senior 
Art Exhibition. The exhibition 
consists of works submitted in 
partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the Bachelor 
of Science degree in Art, and 
will be located in Duns Scotus 
Gallery. A reception, open to 
the public, was held Sunday, 
April 8 from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. 
The exhibition will be available 
for viewing from 9:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. weekdays until May 
5.
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“The idea came to me at 
about 2:30 one morning after a 
particular grueling poker game 
- playing for chips, of course, 
hot money.” Mr, John 
Moscowitz, professor of 
English here at Rosary Hill 
stated in regards to his novel, 
All In A Name. The novel deals 
with the interaction of Jewish 
and Gentile students on college 
and university campuses in the 
late 1950’s and early 1960’s.
He is writing the novel as a 
project for the dissertation 
portion of his doctoral study at 
SUNYAB. Mr. Moscowitz 
believes that by using the novel 
form he will be better able to 
probe empathetically the real 
sense of interaction between 
Jewish and Gentile students on 
college and university cam­
puses, and do this in a more 
comprehensive and meaningful 
manner than would be possible 
in a research dissertation.
"According- -to Mr. 
Moscowitz, ‘The intergroup 
dynamics as evidenced by the 
mores, values, and philosophies 
of Jewish students can be more 
clearly portrayed through 
fiction than by an empirical 
analysis/* < r.
I?or a few years Mr.
Moscowitz had been fruitlessly 
trying to find a topic for 
dissertation. During poker 
games with friends who were 
working on their dissertations 
all would ‘talk shop’, , giving 
progress reports, and it was at 
one of these that the answer 
came. “I’d have nothing to say 
because I was making no
progress. So I told my friend, 
Frank Hanavan, a fellow 
doctoral student, ‘It’s not that 
I’m lazy, I just can’t find a 
topic’.” It was Frank who
suggested writing a novel and 
the subject to write on.
“To an ever increasing 
degree,” Mr. Moscowitz stated, 
“the American people are
becoming aware that ours is a 
pluralistic society. Sociologists, 
historians, and anthropologists 
are presenting continual 
evidence and theories to negate 
the legend of the American 
‘melting pot’. With the in­
creasing refutation of this 
particular American myth, a 
new ethnic awareness and pride 
are being experienced by 
various cultures within the 
nation.”
The main character of All 
In A Name is Mark Brunstein 
“and as a foil to him I use a 
former close friend, Sid 
Fineberg.” The story evolves 
through a series of flashbacks 
between Mark and Sid upon 
meeting at a convention. Sid 
has his doctorate and is a 
college administrator, while 
M ark-is yet a student - a 
doctoral candidate whose' 
doctoral program is not going 
well. Sid and Mark have the 
same background and per­
spective on life until age 18. 
Then Sid works his way through
Brooklyn College while Mark 
goes out of town to a small rural 
college and experiences culture 
sfiock. This changes him 
greatly.
Mr. Moscowitz also touches 
upon the im portance of 
fraternity life on campus during 
the 50’s and 60’s. It is a pivotal 
choice for Mark, who must 
choose between a middle class 
New York City Jewish 
fraternity and a nominally non­
sectarian, but essentially WASP 
image fraternity. He chose the 
latter and this continued to 
transform him. Mark became 
more sensitive about his people 
- overly critical of their value 
system, code of conduct, ethnic 
peculiarities, dress habits, 
religious customs, food, etc. By 
the end of the book Mark is in a 
dilemma, he doesn’t feel ac­
cepted by the Anglo Saxon 
community and has already 
alienated his family and 
rejected his own ethnic group. 
He’s almost paranoid in his 
desire for acceptance and 
understanding. He has married 
his idea of the model girl, a 
blonde, blue-eyed Presbyterian 
girl and the marriage is going 
badly. In his effort for ac­
ceptance by his wife’s family 
and the WASP Community at 
large he has Anglicized his 
name - from Brunstein to 
Brown, hence the title of the 
book, All In A Name.
In his book Mr. Moscowitz 
also gives quick glimpses of 
campus life for Black students 
in the 50’s and 60’s. During this 
time Blacks were just beginning 
to be accepted into fraternities. 
He examines inter-faith 
relations as well as friendship 
patterns.
“I enjoy writing and in 
working on this book I found I 
had to put a lot of my ideas on 
life and people into per­
spective. I thought critically 
about things I had never 
considered before. It helped my 
teaching because I learned new 
means of expression to transmit 
to the students. I use passages 
of the book occasionally as a 
teaching tool to demonstrate 
s e n t e n c e  s t r u c t u r e ,  
paragraphing, punctuation, use 
of irony, dialogue and 
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n , ”  Mr .  
Moscowitz continued.
A nother aspect of the 
project in addition to the novel 
is a 30-40 page defense of the 
novel itself explaining why he 
used this form of expression, his 
sources of data, etc. This is 
required in order to legitimize 
this project in lieu of a formal 
dissertation.
The final version should be 
completed by the end of the 
summer and Mr. Moscowitz 
expects to receive his PhD late 
next fall or in the early winter.
He may use the book as a 
supplement for a course he will 
be team teaching with Sister 
Paula next semester, Ethnic- 
American Literature.
Theatre Arts at RHC
Despite much local acclaim 
and success, the Theatre Arts 
program at Rosary Hill has 
lagged somewhat in Campus 
spirit and attendance of their 
productions * by students. In 
order to help rectify this 
situation the Ascent talked to 
three Theatre Arts students to 
help acquaint the student body 
with some of the ac­
complishments and views of 
these students. The students 
interviewed were: Keith 
Brown, Pat-Simon,, and Pete 
Kiklowicz.
Live theatre without a doubt 
is one the most exciting of all 
entertainm ent media. The 
atmosphere of the Daemen 
Little Theatre has an affect of 
bringing the audience and 
performer together in a unique 
unison of emotional tension. 
The Theatre has a capacity of 
about 135 seats. The audience 
attendance averages about 120 
people, but this is . deceiving 
since their is minute student 
attendance. Where are the 
students? The Theatre Arts 
students the Ascent in­
terviewed felt students didn’t 
come to many productions 
because they weren’t aware of 
them. For many students the 
only contact with T.A. came 
from the Creative Play Class 
taught by Roz Cramer. There is 
concern about this course 
because it .may be dropped. 
Attesting to the popularity and 
success of the course is the fact 
that the U.B. Day Care Center 
has requested creative play 
students from this class for 
demonstrations for their in­
structors. This type of activity 
not only help people become 
aware of Rosary Hill but also 
enhances the college image.
The year 1972-73 has been
one of Awards and ac­
complishments for Theatre 
Arts at Rosary Hill. Among the 
awards are the foil wing: for 
best performances for 1972;
Meg Quinn in ‘The Im­
portance of Being Ernest’ & ‘Oh 
Dad, Poor Dad’
Ken Siminski in ‘Oh Dad, 
Poor Dad’
Kathleen Rooney “Killing 
of Sister George”
Toni Smith Direction of ‘Oh 
Dad’
(These were the Courier 
Express Spotlight Awards)




The presentations of two 
productions off campus in 
schools and clubs. These 
productions were ‘Magic 
Cookie Jar’ and acting 
Department Chairman Seenie 
Rothies dance recital of ‘Peter 
And The Wold’.
The T.O.Y. (Theatre of 
Youth) Company which is a 
professional children’s theatre 
resident company that provides 
experience for graduate and 
under, graduate students.
-The last major production 
of the current season will be 
‘Summer And Smoke’ by 
Tennesee Williams. The dates 
for this production are May 4th 
through 7th. Unfortunately this 
date conflicts with the Spriiig 
Weekend celebration but the 
Theatre Arts people hope some 
students will attend the play. 
There is no award or ac­
complishment worth more than 
recognition and acceptance, 
the Theatre Arts program has 
achieved this goal in Western 





(CPS)—Job prospects for 
students graduating from 
college this spring are better 
than at any time in the last four 
years.
According to a report 
released April 3 by the Car­
negie Commission on Higher 
Education, the job market for 
college graduates in both 1972 
and 1973 indicates that the poor 
job prospects facing college 
graduates in 1970 and 1971 
were in large part associated 
with the economic recession of 
those years.
The report warns, however, 
that it is still difficult to find 
jobs for school teachers and 
college faculty members. The 
overall market for college 
graduates, therefore, is 
reported not to be as favorable 
as it was in the 1960s, when 
graduates could pick and 
choose among a number of 
attractive job offers.
Clark Kerr, chairman of the 
Commission, explained that 
between now and 1980 all but 
25 per cent of the college- 
educated persons entering the 
labor market would fill 
positions in expanding oc­
cupations that already have 
high demands for college- 
educated personnel. Of the 
remaining 25 per cent, about
half will find positions that have 
been or can be educationally 
upgraded-that is, positions that 
can make use of a college 
education. The other half, 
however, will need to accept 
* positions that do not lend 
themselves to such upgrading.
The report revealed that the 
sharpest increases in the 
number of job offers this spring 
are in the engineering field, and 
that shortages are beginning to 
reappear in certain specialities. 
According to a recent report of 
the College Placement Council, 
there has also been a decided 
improvement in the market for 
students with scientific 
specialities that are related to 
engineering.
In addition to the impact of 
economic recovery, the 
Commission report lists other 
factors underlying the im­
provement of prospects for 
college graduates. More of the 
current expansion in the 
national economy is related to 
health care-a field in which 
employment opportunities 
remain relatively plentiful. The 
output of college- graduates is 
slowing down--and will increase 
by 50 per cent or less in the 
current decade instead of by 





“A Whole new scene” is the 
way the Association of Colleges 
and Universities of the State of 
Ndw York describes its Visiting 
Student Program. Any student 
attending one of the more than 
60 participating colleges or 
universities in the state is 
entitled to study at another 
participating institution for a 
semester or a year without the 
necessity for a formal transfer. 
Sister M arita Lanna, Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, 
supervises the program at 
Rosary Hill College and 
welcomes visiting students from 
other colleges and advises our 
students who which to visit 
elsewhere.
Advantages of this program 
include getting to know other 
kinds of students and another 
sort of faculty. A student can 
see himself, his education and 
his future plans in a new 
perspective. Some choose to 
live in a different part of the 
state for awhile, othere want to 
visit a different type of in­
stitution.
Students visiting Rosary Hill 
College have sought Education 
305, 406 and 408, Ecology 251, 
Philosophy 100 and Sociology 
301 at RHC.
Only two things are 
required for a student to visit 
for a semester in another 
college: the approval of the 
appropriate officials at his.own 
school and acceptance of full 
responsibility for tuition fees 
and other charges at the second 
school,
The Visiting Student 
Program is approved by the 
State Education Department. 
Full transferability of Regents 
Scholarships and Scholar 
Incentive Awards are assured.
Listen
Veteran!
T hat’s good advice for 
veterans and members of their 
families when it comes to 
military service records and 
important family ^records. At 
some time during their lives, 
veterans and their families will 
have to dig out these records to 
substantiate any claims they 
may make for veterans benefits. 
If they’re safe and handy, 
chances are there will be no 
delay in getting a determination 
on their claim. But if they’re 
lost or mislaid, then it’ll take 
time to obtain certified 
statements from the military 
services, thus delaying action 
on a benefit claim. Keep your 
important papers where they’ll 
be safe and ready when you 
need them. Counselor H. L. 
Hess, 5583 Main St., 
Williamsville, N. Y. is available 
five days a week, from 9 A.M. 
to 5 P.M., to brief and assist 
veterans and their families.
i n n  M&mmPAGE 4
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Do you like to take dirty pictures?!
The Ascent is holding a dirty picture contest. Pictures sub­
mitted will be judgfed by 5 members of the Ascent staff. Cash 
prizes - $20, $10, $5.
Contest Rules
- prints must be 5x7 in either B & W or Color
- must be taken by RHC student
- subject of pictures must be pollution on RHC campus
- all pictures must be submitted with name, date, and addressed to 
Ascent office.
- contest ends May 1, 1973
Bring an awareness of ecologically destructive forces to the 
people of RHC! Take a dirty picture!!! ________________
FAR FROM THE 
CIVILIZED WORLD
Jeremiah Johnson, Robert 
Redford’s latest film, is a true 
reincarnation of the pioneer 
spirit which existed in 
America’s early history. The 
script, mainly based on a novel 
by Vardis Fisher, displays 
various episodes in the life of 
the mountain man in the 
Rockies during the early 19th 
century.
Redford, in the title role, 
displays a man (“Nobody seems 
to know where he came from 
and it don’t seem to matter 
much.”) determined to live in 
the solitude and naturalness of 
the mountains. His character 
undergoes a rem akable 
transition from the beginning to 
end of the story. At the 
commencement of the movie, a 
starving Johnson is taken under 
the wing of a grizzly-bear 
hunter named Bear Claw 
(played by Will Geer). This 
character not only teaches 
Jpremiah some valuable tricks 
of survival but also makes it 
clear that “a man can’t cheat 
the mountains.” Later in the 
movie Redford escorts a deaf- 
mute boy whose relatives had 
been butchered by Indians, 
joins for awhile with another 
trapper, Del Grue (portrayed 
by Stefan Gierasch) and for a 
time even has an Indian wife. 
The true character change of 
Jeremiah Johnson is seen after 
he returns to his self-made log 
cabin to find his loved ones 
slain by Crow Indians. The last 
portion of the movie shows 
Redford killing off as many
emergiiig as a legendary figure 
of the Crow Tribe and the 
pioneer settlers around him. 
The strength of Jeremiah 
Johnson is its odyssey style 
which blends so well with the 
true mountain mans’ life.
Duke Callaghan, the films’ 
Photography Editor, does an 
excellent job of transporting 
the audience into a land full of 
wide-open spaces and free from 
the ever-present problems of 
pollution. One is able to view 
the true natural life - filled with 
hunting, trapping and fishing 
for survival - and to note the 
various adaptations man must 
make in coping with the 
mountains’ harsh seasons and 
environment.-
Sidney Pollack does a more 
than fair job of directing thijs 
adventurous flic and on the 
whole, the acting in Jeremiah 
Johnson is well done. At first 
it’s difficult to picture Redford, 
the baby-face idol of most 
teenage girls, in the role of a 
burly mountaineer. However, 
Redford’s physical charac­
teristics didn’t undermine the 
character of Jeremiah and he’s 
rather solid in the role. Will 
Geer, as well as Stefan 
Gierasch, are quite formidable 
as rough, tough; gruff mountain 
men.
There is much to relish in 
Jeremiah Johnson as it’s an 
interesting, amusing and in 
some portions, poignant revival 
of a spirit that existed in our 




To The Guess Who Inc.
Established as a place where 
people could discover their 
identities by expression through 
the arts, the Langston-Hughes 
Center first opened its doors on 
High Street in the Spring of 
1971. At the time there were 
only 30 students, 4 courses, and 
3 instructors. Today, there are 
more than 150 students, 13 
courses, and 11 instructors.
Many of the instructors 
depend entirely on the Center 
for their livelyhood, like Ray 
Du Bard, instructor in silk- 
creen painting, who was an 
unemployed Vietnam veteran 
until LHC hired him. Others, 
like Clarence Scott, a 
production supervisor, at Ar­
eata Graphics, or Jim Pappas, 
an instructor in art at the State 
University of Buffalo, (both 
founders of the Center) donate 
their time to the Center without 
charge.
But whether salaried or 
volunteer, the instructors all 
agree that teaching would-be 
artists has its own rewards.
Presently, the Langston- 
Hughes Center is offering 
courses through funds from the 
N.Y. State Council on the Arts 
and the Model Cities program. 
But like other non-profit 
organizations, the Center’s 
future depends on foundation 
funds until its own programs 
make it self-sufficient.
“We still aren’t sure,” says 
Mr. Scott, “to what extent, if 
any, the Model City cutbacks 
will hurt us. If the cutback is 
too great, we could be in real 
trouble.”
To counteract this, the 
Center plans a fund drive soon 
throughout the area. New 
money from the drive, ex 
plained Mr. Scott, would be 
used to try to purchase the 
Center’s present building and 
additional supporting equip 
ment.
Subject: The Guess Who in 
concert a couple of weeks ago 
at -Niagara University.
To: The management of the 
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Dear Sirs;
Upon seeing your group, 
The Guess Who, perform in 
concert at N.U. (you know, 
near Buffalo, which is near 
Canada?), it has come to my 
attention that your band can 
wack out some good sounds in 
concert with its own unique 
top-fourtish sound (yes, I’m 
over 16). However, you people 
can really fake out an audience 
by having only 1 1/2 musicians 
performing on stage while at 
the same time I see five guys 
playing instruments on stage!
Of course I realize that it is 
not ‘cool’ to have a band with 
only 1 1/2 performers in it 
because it just wouldn’t be 
accepted by the rock fans of 
today.
Pretty smart getting a solid 
song-writer/perform er like 
Burton Cummings doing most 
of the work on stage with a 
polish that one doesn’t see 
everyday at concerts; a real 
lime-light grabber, egotistical 
s.o.b. A real professional 
rocker. And to complement 
Burt is big Kurt Winter with his 
questionable talent as a guitar 
player, but songwriting abilities 
along with Burt to make up for 
those lost riffs. Winter is the 
1/2 of the 11/2 member team 
that you guys try to pass off on 
unsuspecting fans.
-The other band members of 
McDougall, Peterson, and 
Wallace go thru the motions of 
putting on a fine show, but 
Cummings with his tone-perfect 
voice, driving piano playing, 
steady harp and flute playing, 
and showmanship does not fool 
me a bit. .1 guess you, the 
management, likes to keep the 
other band members on the 
payroll so the Guess Who 
appears to be your average, 
everyday rock band from 
Canada, (appeals to top-fourty 
radio too.)
* It has also come to my 
attention that Cummings and 
Co. played many of their finest' 
hits including “Bus Rider”
(great satire on Mr. American
businessman), “Share The 2
Land” (censor), “Pain Train,” Li
“New Mother Nature,” “These
Eyes,” and “No Time” (when To
Randy used to be around). That the
sales pitch you had Cummings vo<
use to promote the groups new 2n<
album “Artificial Paridise” in an
which the songs “Bye, Bye, Go
Babe,” “Samantha’s Living cel
Room,” “Follow Your 'An
Daughter Home” (“...is she still "at
a virgin?”), ‘Those Show Biz
Shoes,” and “Orly,” was a 
pretty sneaky way to push an 
album.
Before I end this 
correspondence, I would like to 
thank you for that tremendous 
version of “American 
Woman/Truckin’ Off Across 
the Sky” that the group did for 
a half-hour. The Guess Who, 
like other bands such as Led 
Zeppelin (“How Many More 
Times”), 10 Years After (I’m 
Going Home”), Rare Earth 
(“Get Ready”), and the old Iron 
Butterfly (In-A-Gadda-Da- 
Vida”), sort of make that song 
the traditional one to do at 
every concert in an extended 
jam.
That talkin’, bluesy style of 
Cummings, singing where there 
are no words, leads up to the 
meat of the song quite nicely. 
Like talking about being down. 
Carolina way with that 
American “woman eatin’ black- 
eyed peas, and chiltlin’s on a 
Saturday night,” then he comes 
home and “she gets down and 
rubs my back; she got no 
poster’s hangin’ on her wall, 
just the tattered old Union 
Jack,” and good shit like that 
bring out the worst in the 
American Woman (and the best 
in Cummings). Then Burt’s 
feelings for this country comes 
to a climax with “I don’t need 
your war machines, I don’t 
need your ghetto scenes, 
coloured lights can hypnotize, 
sparkle someone else’s eyes...”
It was a damn good concert, 
but in conclusion I must say 
that your organization ain’t 
foolin’ me with the Guess Who- 
that punk Cummings , is no 





2. - ‘ 14 million dollars. Fort 
Lauderdale spinster, Eleanor E. 
Ritchey Corp., died in 1968 
leaving that amount to 150 stray 
dogs.
3. The 6 billion pounds of dogs 
and cat food in the U.S. runs 
approximately 1.35 billion 
yearly.
4. Murder in the Rue Morgue 
by Edgar Allen Poe in 1871.
5. Up to now “Let’s Make a 
D eal” has given away 
23,000,000 in either m er­
chandise or cash prizes.
6. Juipus, India. It is over 100 
feet long.
7. 33 inch tall Mihaly Merzaros 
of the Ringling Bros. Circus and 
Bailey Bros. Circus is 34 years 
old and the world’s smallest 
man.
8. The world’s longest railway 
tunnel is 12.3 miles long bet­
ween Italy and Switzerland.
9. In 1971, 2,196,000 marriages 
were performed in the U.S. 
Marriage is a 7 billion dollars 
per year business.
NWF ANNUAL MEETING
Washington ,  D .C.--A  
myriad of speakers in the fields 
of conservation, science, and 
government were on hand 
March 16-18 for the 37th 
Annual Meeting of the National 
Wildlife Federation. Nearly 
1,000 participants from 50 
states, Puerto Rico, Guam, and 
the Virgin Islands at th^ yearly 
gala saw N.A. “Bill” Winter, Jr. 
re-elected NWF president for 
the coming year. Prior to the 
Annual Meeting, over 4,000 
Federation members saw First 
Lady Pat Nixon dedicate the 
organization’s new Laurel 
Ridge Conservation Education 
Center.
A * dynamic panel 
representing varied interests 
addressed the - nation’s 
burgeoning energy problems-S. 
David Freeman, Director of the 
Ford Foundation’s Energy 
Policy Project, Atomic Energy 
Commission Chairman Dr. Dixy
Lee Ray, Former In terior 
Secretary Stewart Udall, Marc 
Roberts, resource economist 
from Harvard, and James 
Akins, the Director of the State 
Department’s Office of Fuels 
and Energy.
Others giving visual 
presentations were cultural 
ecologist and Everest climber 
Barry Bishop and famed 
wildlife naturalist Dr. Rober 
Tory Peterson.
The NWF policy resolutions 
adopted at the meeting in­
cluded strong directives calling 
for rapidly- accelerated energy 
research in the development of 
solar power and safe nuclear 
fusion, the shift of monies from 
the Federal Highway Trust 
Fund into mass transportation,* 
billboard removal, and 
junkyard control, and the use 
of the Land and Water Con­
servation Fund for “last 





|  CONVOCATION 
1 TO CELEBRATE 
“ 25th ANNIVERSARY
“Rosary Hill - Yesterday, 
"Today and Tomorrow” will be 
■the theme of the 46th Con­
vocation on Wednesday, May 
2nd. This Convocation provides 
an opportunity for the Campus 
.Community to have its own 
celebration of RHC’s 25th 
Anniversary. A nostalgic glance 
"at the new college will be 
presented by Miss Joyce Fink, 
* an alumna. Susan Pominville, 
Chairman of the Student 
"’Governing Board, will describe 
-¿The Hill as it is today. Mr. Paul 
Willax, a trustee, will dabble in 
futuristics as he attempts to
< paint a picture of the Rosary 
iHill of tomorrow.
 ̂ The present and the future 
grow out of the past. This 
'A nniversary Convocation 
^through slides and music will 
^help students grasp the heritage 
from which the College has 
* sprung. The program sounds 
^interesting and seems to merit
< attendance.
“ HANG AROUND 
THE HILL”  DAY
As part of the Silver An­
niversary Celebration here at 
’’Rosary Hill several depart- 
sments presented programs to 
^approximately 180 people, 
many* of them perspective 
 ̂students.
H The programs ranged from 
4demonstrations of rats playing 
hockey and walking a tightrope 
(Psychology) to a panel 
«discussion of community 
^planning (Business &
■ Economics), to a student, and 
faculty poetry reading (English) 
I  to a Can-Can chorus group 
4(Modern Foreign Languages). 
Also represented were the 
Education, History & Gov’t, 
*and Mathematics departments, 
v “Hang Around the Hill” was 
^coordinated by the Admissions 
office. Mr. Steven Adorian and 
'a  staff of students numbering 
*up to 50 directed and offered 
^tours and inform ation to 
everyone in sight. The program 
was so many-faceted that all 
^found it to be, as the folder 









G a lw ay  K inne ll: Poet in Residence
POETS IN RESIDENCE
During the month of April two eminent poets are taking part in 
the Poets-in-Residence program at Rosary Hill College. Galway 
Kinnell will be on campus to give public readings, take part in 
classes, and participate in various informal functions. The Poets- 
in-Residence program, sponsored with a matching grants from the 
New York State Council on the Arts, is part of an on-going 
program which has brought other noted poets to the campus in 
recent years: Allen Ginsberg, John Logan, John. Hollander, 
Robert Bly, and Gregory Corso.
Ms. Wakoski was on campus Thursday, April 12 and gave a 
formal, public reading of her works including her most recent 
books Megellanic Clouds and Smudgings. A young poet wjth 
substantial publishing experience, she has had her work published 
in such prestigious magazines as The Nation, The Village Voice, 
Poetry Magazine, and The New Yorker. She has served as editor 
of Dreamsheef and Software magazines, has been a teacher, and 
frequently appears as critic and reviewer in Poetry and American 
Poetry Review; ’
On Monday, April 30 Galway Kinnell will read from his works 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Wick Social Room. A graduate of Princeton 
and the University of Rochester, he has taught at the universities 
of Grenoble, Teheran, Chicago, and New York University. 
Currently, Mr. Kinnell lives on a farm in Vermont with his wife 
and daughter. His many involvements with literature include 
participation as Poet-in-Redidence at Reed College, University of 
Washington, University of California at Irvine, and University of 
Iowa, the translation of the complete works of Francois Villon, 
and field work for CORE in Louisiana. His books of verse include 
What a Kingdom it Was,' Flower Herding on Mt. Monadnoch, 
Body Rags, and The Book of Nightmares. He has published a novel 
entitled Black Light.
Copies of their work are available at the Rosary Hill Bookstore 
in the ground floor of Duns Scotus Hall.
OFFBEAT STORY TAKES TO THE ROAD
In an age when motion 
pictures grow more complex, 
but not necessarily more 
successful, Warner Bros.’ “The 
Rain People,” opening....at 
the....Theatre, is a simple 
contrast. Made on the roads of 
America in the best cinema 
verite tradition by a mobile 
film-producing unit self- 
contained in eight vehicles, the 
movie nonetheless has enor­
mous stature.
“The Rain People,” starring 
Shirley Knight, James Caan and 
Robert Duvall, deals with an 
erratic housewife who abruptly 
decides to start driving across 
the United States rather than 
stay with her husband in a 
confused marriage.
The offbeat story, written 
by director Francis Ford 
Coppola, was deliberately 
constructed to allow inclusion 
of local color, local people and 
local incidents as the woman
wanders. To accomplish that, 
the film company organized a 
caravan of vehicles ranging 
from a bus to minibikes. In the 
bus were installed facilities for 
viewing and cutting film and a 
production office.
Eventually, “The Rain 
People” company went to 18 
states in 18 weeks and con­
cluded shooting in the Denver 
airport. Because of the 
rèsources of the caravan, 
footage obtained one day could 
be vièwed and edited - and 
reshot if necessary - literally on 
the spot. Or, if one location had 
not yielded useful material, the 
caravan could pick up and 
move to another that was more 
interesting. This technique 
helped give “The Rain People” 
great warmth, spontaneity and 
authenticity.
This movie will be shown 
May 3 in the Wick Social Room 
at 8 P.M.
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Donate! Moffatt pleads with Robert Anthony
THRILLER AT ARENA
‘CHILD’S PLAY, Robert 
M arasco’s chilling and 
suspenseful award-winning 
mystery drama, was on stage at 
Studio Arena Theatre, starting 
April 5 and played through the 
29th.*
This gripping, nail-chewing, 
drama about a reign of terror in 
a Catholic boys’ school was the 
recipient of four Tony Awards 
when it appeared on Broadway 
in 1970. New York critics gave 
it such praise as: “Wonderfully 
powerful ... one of the most 
satisfyingly scary shows in 
years” (Clive Barnes, New York 
Times), “Guaranteed to leave 
you gasping” (Cue Magazine) 
and “Spellbinding theatre ... 
engrossing” (Newsweek).
CHILD’S PLAY concerns a 
series of mysterious and sinister 
happenings at a prep school 
where, for no apparent reason, 
discipline has broken down and 
cruelty runs rampant among 
the students. Priests, lay 
teachers, and students are 
drawn into a web of suspicion 
which, as in all good thrillers, is 
not untangled until the last 
minute denouement!
Warren Enters directed a 
New York cast of performers 
headed by Donald Moffat as 
Jerome Malley and Ronald 
Bishop as Joseph Dobbs. 
Playing other members of the 
faculty and students were: 
Robert Anthony, Robert G. 
Denison, Dale Helward,
Richard Kline, Jamie 
Alexander, Bill Barrett, Steve 
Bonino and Mike Sisti. 
Rounding out the cast were > 
several Buffalo boys who will „ 
play students at the prep 
school; Doub Crane, Michael ' 
LaRocca, Peter Osborne, Scott 
Sherris, and Charles Wisnet. .
Settings were by Douglas 
Lebrecht, lighting design by 
Peter J. Gill, and costume,? 
coordination by Pearl Smith.
This production of CHILD’S 
PLAY was made possible by 
grants from the New York State ' 
Council on the Arts and the  ̂










Evil hangs about us, an evil 
which can easily be encouraged 
to pervade throughout a system 
and influence the vulnerable. 
“Child’s Play” , recently 
presented by the Studio Arena 
Theatre, exemplifies this.
Robert Marasco has woven 
a thriller out of the unexpected 
situation of a boys prep school. 
At first only obstinate, students 
at St. Charles’s are gradually 
transformed into bloodthirsty, 
evil monsters who terrify 
teachers and torture fellow 
students by gouging and 
clawing them.
“What malice can there be 
in a child?” Jerome Malley 
innocently asks Dobbs. Dobbs 
is a gregarious, fatherly figure. 
He had taught freshman English 
at St. Charles for 30 years and 
almost claims the school as his 
own. He believes he has control 
over the boys, and he asserts his 
power as confessor in 
questioning, guiding and in­
fluencing the boys.
“Child’s Play” is symbolic. 
When one young boy is mawled 
and beaten in the gym and 
another beaten, tied and hung 
on the chapel crucifix both the 
chapel and gym are closed. 
These centers of the light and 
life essential to man are 
engulfed in darkness. Some 
students have their eyes gouged 
out...and are left in the dark 
world of blindness. Jerome, 
significant of the light of 
knowledge could not be 
allowed to survive. He kills 
himself in desperation and fear. 
Dobbs reigns supreme but 
distraught and practically 
insane because of the evil he 
has carried to the school. He is 
permitted to remain as the 
human symbol of darkness ahd 
ignorance. When asked what he 
has taught the boys, he replies 
“Probably nothing.”
Dobbs holds his dreadful 
supremacy, encouraging terror, 
hinting at death, while all the
time striking the pose of an 
affable old gentleman. He 
wants Jerome dead. Jerome 
represents all that is right and 
proper in the progression of 
life. He cares about his 
students, forcing them to learn 
in the name of knowledge. 
Dobbs cares more for the idea, 
having long forsaken the 
tangible. He has nobody but 
“his boys”, he has listened to 
them and watched them for 
three decades longer than any 
of the other teachers, and in his 
decadent mind he feels the 
school-and with it the necessity, 
without the understanding, of 
frieúdship-should be his. 
Gradually he instills this image 
in the impressionable minds of 
some students who become his 
weapons, his troublemakeers, 
the headmaster’s reason for 
dismissing Jerome, other 
students’ to rtu rers ... Dobbs’ 
murderers. When the rage of 
terror has shut down the school 
and remaining teachers drink to 
relieve their fear. Dobbs 
wanders around town with no 
place to go. He is the lost soul 
who can not find contentment. 
Even in a church he is unable to 
enter the confessional, afraid to 
confess his sins in the dark. 
Darkness has previously been 
the habitat of the devil, the 
home of the evil Dobbs tran­
sported and he is unable to 
reverse the situation to admit 
Ms wicked thoughts and actions 
in another realm of blackness. 
Instead he returns to his 
beloved boys, who surround 
him moving ever so quietly and 
trance-like and suddenly 
jump for his eyes, small-boy 
hands stretched into claws.
The one ray of hope is 
Reese, confident, sincere, 
history-gym instructor. Reese 
was once a student at St. 
Charles. He grew up and 
eventually out of the web that 
held „ him by saying and un­
derstanding what was wrong 
and leaving the institution while
the students - or evil - watched 
him, unable to work in the face 
of such strength.
Richard Kline was excellent 
as the athletic Reese: But what 
rare performances were given 
by Tony Award winning 
Donald Moffat as Jerome 
Malley and Ronald Bishop (of 
“The Producers”) as Joseph 
Dobbs. The web was woven 
beautifully so that one was held 
in suspense about who con­
trolled the frightening element 
of overpowering evil in the 
school. The broken-hearted 
desperation of a frenzied man 
was fantastically portrayed by 
Mr. Moffat whose initial im­
posing facade led one to 
imagine him untouchable. Mr. 
Bishop played well the aging 
af ra id- to-be- forgot t en  
everybody’s-friend.
Scenery designed by 
Douglas F. Lebrecht, and Peter 
J. Gills lighting techniques were 
effective to the mood and 
moment.
1. Which country claims the 
world’s largest per capita beer?
2. In recent times, what is the 
largest bequest ever left of a 
dog.
3. Collectively, how much do 
the owners of cats and dogs 
spend to feed their pets?
4. What was the first detective 
story?
5. How much money and prizes 
has Monty Hall awarded on 
TV’s “Let’s Make a Deal”?
6. Where is the world’s largest 
sundial?
7. How tall is the world’s 
smallest man?
8. Where is the world’s longest 
railroad?
9. What is the rate of marriage 
in the U.S.?
HISTORY—ART
Recent constructions, drawings and lithographs by Robert 
Senkpiel, an MFA candidate at the State University of New York 
at Buffalo, were on view in Gallery 219 of Norton Union from 
Monday, April 9 through Friday, April 13.
Carefully and exquisitely detailed, Sinkpiel’s work depicts 
historical figures and events from Nazi Germany and the Third 
Reich. Included in the show is “Peenemünde Banquet” showing 
General Dornberger and Werner von Braun under a hovering V-2 
rocket. This construction was part of the recent exhibition of 
student work in the Members Gallery of the Albright Knox.
A great deal of research goes into Senkpiel’s work. Footnotes, 
giving further historical information on each piece, accompanied 
the show. Dr. William S. Allen, professor of history at U/B, 
assisted the artist in the documentation of the explanatory notes.
Senkpiel, a graduate of the State University College at Buffalo, 
had a one-man show there in 1972. His work was included in the
1969 Western New York Show
POSEIDON:
by Darryl David Amato
“The Poseidon Adventure” 
has been in general release 
since Christmas. While it is 
currently enjoying a wide 
audience appeal, it has been 
virtually ignored by the critics. 
If I could add a possible 
eleventh film to my “ten best 
list,” ‘Poseidon A dventure’ 
would definitely be it.
Yes, it is pompous, old- 
fashioned family en­
tertainment. Yes, it is sprinkled 
with stock Hollywood cliches, 
but only in the best sense of 
these words.
Aside from the obvious 
physical and social tension that 
arises when a luxury liner en 
route from New York to Athens 
is capsized, this fatal, fantastic 
adventure is also a 
philosophical one. Symbolism 
abounds. The ship if life. The 
Christmas tree in the dining 
area, by which the victims 
climb to a higher (once lower) 
level, is faith. The rising water, 
always harrowing in : the 
background, is the presence of 
imminent danger or death.
Gene Hackman, cast in the 
unlikely role of radical 
preacher, is right at home when 
he is called upon to lead a small 
number of survivors through
the Albright-Knox Art Gallery.
LIFE SHIP
the intrepid tunnels and 
labyrinths that aspire to an 
“assumed” exit out of this 
madness. The exit is freedom 
and serenity.
Ernest Borgnine is a loud­
mouthed, but basically good 
cop, who insists on playing by 
the rules, taking a minimum of 
risks and keeping the vision of 
the pessimist before him.
Shelley Winters, as always, 
puts in a good, demanding 
perform ance, as do Red 
Buttons, Caroly Lynley, Stella 
Stevens and Jack Albertson. 
But Hackman and Borgnine are 
by far the most interesting. 
Their characters are so much 
alike: strong, tough-minded, 
but also compassionate and 
altruistic.
‘Poseidon’s’ success lies 
within its universal theme: that 
life is a survival of only the 
fitest. We have seen this theme 
so many times before; It 
reaches a most dramatic wallop 
here. These are people we care 
about. And when they get hurt, 
we are hurt. While the film is 
not flawless, it is a human 
interest story of great stature; 
providing an emotional 












by The Fair-haired Boy with 
Cheek (Known in some 
quarters as I. Mosco wit z)
Like seven regenerated 
Marlows trying to recapture the 
“...life of youth in ignorance 
and hope,” they set out to meet 
and overcome a veritable sea of 
college students. The aging 
warriors sailed not on the 
Judea, out of London, but 
rather hailed from the Faculty 
Lounge, Out of Snyder. With 
intent to ‘Do or Die’ they had to 
be content to “...Pass the 
bottle.” Enough homage to 
Joseph Conrad’s “Youth”!
A modest (nay, small) ar­
ticle in the last Ascent made 
token reference to an event of 
considerable unimportance. To 
capsulize for the reader: a 
squad of R.H.C. faculty came, 
met, and were conquered by a 
number of young upstarts from 
the College in a series of close 
basketball games; the debacle 
took place at the Y.M.C.A.- 
Northeast Branch. But there is 
much more to the saga than 
such bloodless reportage.
Seven men-allegedly in the 
twilight of their athletic 
capabilities, with ac­
companying waning speed, 
agility, and stamina and with 
burgeoning waistlines (in 
essence, an “over-the-hill 
gangly-made one last noble 
attem pt for backboard 
supremacy. They failed-but not 
without glory.
Can one forget the shots 
bl indly,  i nd i sc r iminate ly  
thrown up by “Flak-man” 
Reedy which surprised all 
(especially himself) as they fell 
through the nets? Does memory 
so quickly dim of “Four Cor­
ners” Miller rifling his patented, 
desperate jump shots from the 
edge of the court? Must the 
vision quickly fade of hefty 
“D utch” Maass somehow 
emerging from a swarm of 
grasping, clutching, pawing 
hands and then baking the orb 
into the basket? Should we
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relegate as transitory the 
majesty bf russet-maned 
“Totle” Moran dribbling all 
over the court with such 
outward abandon. and such 
internal bewilderment? Or Dr. 
O’Leary (a man commanding 
respect at all times, in all 
places) lending the effort some 
decided class? Or “Bones” 
Cuddy flying twelve feet 
through the air attempting 
impossible lay-ups (and making 
a couple now and then) while 
hitting anyone in his path with 
flailing knees and elbows? Or 
this reporter (and sole 
representative of the English 
departm ent) hustling and 
making timely baskets; playing 
at only 70% capacity because 
of defective seatpants (the fools 
should have let me shoot every 
time anyway)? Are these 
stalwart souls to be dismissed so 
easily?
Months of preparation and 
dedicated practice had been 
undertaken to attune for the 
impending showdown. The 
valiant academicians drilled, 
dieted, deceived wives 
(declaring that afternoon 
meetings kept them occupied). 
Then the nail-biting excitement 
of the series. The score fluc­
tuating wildly like a bathroom 
scale needle in convulsion. A 
few cruel stabs of Fate and the 
sweet cider of victory turned 
into the sour vinegar of defeat.
Quietly the vanquished 
repaired to Pandora’s Box to 
lick their wounds. Not humbled 
in spirit but nevertheless 
reflective and pensive, they 
drank their beers or a Mogen 
David or two. They recounted 
former days of splendor at such 
sundry institutions as St. John 
Fisher,, Fordham, Manhattan, 
and Alfred.
Well, there always is a world 
to which they still can return 
and contend - a world of papers 
that need grading, lawns that 
need mowing, mortgages that 
need paying, and eight pitiless 
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SABRES WIN PLAYOFF
The Sabres after the *72-’73 hockey season won a well-earned 
playoff berth. It is the first time that the Sabres are contenders for 
the Stanley Cup playoff since they came to the NHL 3 years ago. 
The Sabres, or former Buffalo Bisons, were Culver Cup champs in 
the AHL. In the first two seasons of the NHL, the Sabres were in 
last place being an expansion team. Finally, this year they finished 
in fourth place after a battle down to the wire with Detroit. In the 
last game of the season, Buffalo defeated St. Louis to win its 
playoff berth as Detroit tied the Rangers, thus enabling the Sabres 
to finish fourth with 87 points and Detroit to finish fifth with 86 
points. But there were great standouts on the team called the 
French Connection and two improved goalies named Roger 
Crozier and Ken Dryden. The French Connection consists of: Gil 
Perrault, Rick Martin, and Rene Robert. Here are the statistics for 
the French Line and the two goalies:
Goals Penalty Min.
Rene Robert 28 10
Gil Perrault 37 79
Rick Martin 40 83
Goalies Ties Games Win Loses GA
Crozier 7 43 23 13 121
Dryden 7 34 14 13 89
Also, the farm team, Cincinatti Swords have the best won-lost 
record of AHL and are heavy Culver Cup Contenders.
GIRLS’ SOFTBALL
A girl’s softball team is 
going to be coached by Mary 
Duane. Games haven’t been 
planned yet, but the team hopes 
to play such schools as 
D’Youville, ECC, Hilbert, Buff 
State, Medaille, Villa . Maria 
and UB. The team holds 
practices on the RCH front 
lawn on Tuesdays and Wed­
nesdays at 3:00 P.M. and 
Saturdays at 2:00 P.M. 
Positions haven’t been decided 
yet, but these girls signed up for 
team: Marlene Conti, Geri 
Keenan, Cindy Page, Michele 
Musillak, Jane Anetrini, 
Luanne Howe, Sue Forys, Moe 
Stewart, Amelia Betros, Mary 
M argaret Dempsey, Kathy 
Ford, Bev Sparke, Rita Ken­
nedy, Elly Bowers* Eileen 
Riman, Ellen Kocsis, Carol 
Beckett, and Maureen Duffy. 
Each girl will try out for two 
positions. So c’mon girls, let’s 
play ball.
W l National w i I Si-24,197.'!
NWFMEETS
The theme of the 1973 
Wildlife Week, March 11-24, 
sponsored each year by the 3 
and 1/2 million member 
National Wildlife Federation 
and its state affilites was 
“DISCOVER WILDLiFE-It’s 
Too Good To Miss.” Focus of 
the week was on the simple, yet 
exciting, joys that can be found 
by Americans of all ages in the 
outdoor, natural world.
The executive vice 
president of the NWF, Thomas 
L. Kimball, commented on the 
Wildlife Week’s poster symbol, 
a young wood duck shown just 
emerging from its nest. “All 
that newly-hatched duck has to 
do to break out into the natural 
world is take that first step out 
of the next,” Kimball said.
TENNIS CLUB
The Tennis Club held their 
second organizational meeting 
on April 3. The club is being 
formed by Anne Meyers and 
Karen De Natale. They are 
meeting not to create a 
com petitive team but to 
provide an opportunity to get 
together with other students 
and play tennis. The players are 
by no means professionals, and 
the beginners may find 
themselves teamed up with 
more experienced players.
A major problem that has 
arisen for the club is that of 
courts. Since Rosary Hill does 
not have sufficient facilities, 
they are forced to use the 
courts at Amherst. This 
necessitates a flexible schedule 
on the part of the club. They 
must plan around the gym 
classes who take first priority 
on the courts. A tentative time 
schedule has been set up for 
Mondays at 4:30 and Saturdays 
at 9 A.M.
So, if you’re still interested 
in participating see Anne 




December 31,1972 - thousands of people had been killed in an 
earthquake only about a week earlier, destroying most of the 
capital city of Managua in Nicaragua.
Nearly a hundred people had died 48 hours earlier in an air­
plane crash near Miami. But this was New Year’s Eve and a time 
for parties. To most people, these events were distant. Unless they 
knew someone involved, folks tended to read the newspaper 
headlines and go on to another story. Pittsburgh Pirates players 
were also celebrating the new year. But one Pirates player was not 
celebrating. Roberto Clemente, the best and best-known of the 
Pirates, had announced a few days earlier that he would head the 
Puerto Rican relief effort for Nicaragua. He was helping to collect 
clothes and food for the earthquake-torn country. For Roberto 
was a Puerto Rican and Latin American, besides being a super 
human being. On New Year’s Eve, in fact, Clemente was at the San 
Juan Airport supervising the loading of supplies for Nicaragua 
onto an old four-engine, propellar-driven DC-7 airplane. He 
planned to accompany the plane to Managua and see that the 
goods were delivered to the proper people, before returning to 
Puerto Rico to celebrate New Year’s Eve himself, but this was not 
to be. The plane crashed into the sea, Roberto Clemente was dead. 
To the public, Robeto Clemente was a many-sided complex man. 
But one thing no one could deny him was his stardom. His superb 
performance on the field was there for all to see. Roberto was four 
times batting champion of the National League, most valuable 
player of the National League in 1966, twelve times winner of the 
Golden Glove for fielding proficiency, most valuable player of the 
Pittsburg Pirates’ 1971 World Series Victory^ and the eleventh man 
in the history of baseball to rack up 3,000 hits. Always there was 
Roberto Clemente, the human being. Hardly anyone outside of his 
close circle of friends knew of Clemente’s charitable work, his 
interest in people and in children, his plans to construct a “sports 
city” for Puerto Rican youth, his genuine concern for racial 
equality. Listen to his own words, spoken on “Roberto Clemente 
Night” at Pittsburg’s Three Rivers Stadium, July 24, 1970: “In a 
moment like this you can see a lot of years in a few minutes. You 
can see everything firm and you can see everything clear. I don’t 
know if I cried, but I am not ashamed to cry. I would say a man 
never cries from pain or disappointment, but if you know the 
history of our island, the way we were brought up, you ought to 
remember we’re a sentimental people. I don’t have the word to say 
how I feel when I step on that field and know so many are behind 
me, and know that so many represent my island and Latin 
America.”





864 Kenmore five. '




filon - Fri. 4 - 6
Discotheque Dancing
BAR »TAP BEER
fu ll menu s e r v e d  'til 1:30 am 
f r ld a y  &  S a t u r d a y  2:30 am
take-out service# 874- 6512
ERIK makes 
hand-crafted 
 ̂ custom jewelry.
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Butit doesn’t 
cost any more.
Erik lends love a helping hand 
by creating sculptured 
engagement rings; matching 
them with exquisite diamonds. 
Round, oval, marquise, or pear 
cuts. Pictured here: 1/3 carat 
diamond set in 14K gold, $325.
€ r i k J t c W € L € R S
Ring orders will be taken on: 
Thursday, May 3 at the bookstore 
deposit $10.00
81 Allen St. 
Buffalo
418 Evans St. 
Williamsville
Termpaper Arsenal, Ine. 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
The Rumor Is True
Spring weekend is alive and well and 
will surface May 5, 1973. 
time: 2 P.M. May 5 — May 6
place: Newton - Abbott Picnic Grove Orchard Park
beverage: 45 half-kegs of Pabst
food: 2,000 hamburgers - 8 roast pigs
entertainment: 2 bands continuous music
9 P.M. Sat. — 5 A.M. Sun. 
plus on your own takin care of business
weather: rain or shine ‘mother’ we got a tent
for' 1,000 people
transportation: (for those who don’t have it) buses
leaving RHC 1:30 Sat P.M. will 
return when it’s all over (not before) 




8 P.M. TILL 2 A.M.











Discover the World on Your
SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February 
___ ____  Combine accredited study with
■ ^ ■ ■ 1  ec*uca^onal stops in Africa, Aus-tralasia and the Orient. Over 7500 students from 450 campuses have already experienced this interna­
tional program. A wide range of 
financial aid is available. Write 
now for free catalog:
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666
â& tZ M Ê W
rM N D O H V ; 6 0 X 1  
| I9OP01 hGffll |
I I
FEATURING 
I* Beef on Week 
I* 30 cent Draft Beer 
I* Reasonably priced mixed drinks! 
|* Chicken Wings 
|* Taped-in Music





specializing in Medical - Nursing - 
Dental - Civil Service review booksi 
. USED COLLEGE TEXTS
We buy - sell - texts for all colleges 
Paperbacks in all subjects - Posters - Prints 
College supplies - Slide rules
rB33-7131l
3610 MAIN  
(Main near Bailey
EG G ERTSV ILLE  
Across fro m  (J.'B.)
REGAL NOTES
U N D E R S T A N D  P L A Y S ,  N O V E L S  A N D  PO E M S  
F A S T E R  W ITH  O U R  N O T E S  
We’re new and wa’ra tha b ig .st! Thousands of 
top ics reviewed for qu ick .r understanding. Our 
subjects include not on ly  E n g lish , but Anthro­
pology, Art,'' B lock  Stud ios, Eco logy, E co ­
nomics, Education, H istory, Law , M usic, 
Ph ilo sophy, Po lit ic a l Science, Psycho logy, 
Re lig ion, Science, Soc io logy  and Urban Prob­
lems. Send $2 for your cata log of top ics avail- 
able..
REGAL NOTES 
3140 "O "  Street, M.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007 
Tol op hongs 202-333-0201 ______
t y i t l  (?oM e$e ‘P lc u fe n t 
k ittle  
‘S u ^ frd o -, '¡ te w  
Z39-3m
Tennessee Williams’ SUMMER AND SMOKE will be presented in 
Daemen Theatre May 4 - 7 at 8:30 p.m. Director Rosalind Cramer, 
assistant professor of the Concentration and noted acting teacher, has 
announced the following cast: Meg Quinn as Alma Winemiller; Keith 
Brown as Johnny Buchanan; Ken Siminski as Dr. John Buchanan; 
and Anna Siminski as Mrs. Winemiller. The play also includes twelve 
other characters, all colorful townspeople of the turn-of-the-century 
Glorious Hill Mississippi. SUMMER AND SMOKE is the story of one 
woman’s persistant affliction of love, and how it touches many people 
in varied ways. The unforgettable character of Miss Alma is one of 
Tennessee Williams favorites, as he revealed in a recent interview 
with Playboy magazine. He would like to take this opportunity to 
extend a very sincere invitation to each and every one of our readers. 
We believe it is a beautiful play...
The Courier Express Spotlight Awards are annually presented to 
Buffalo area community thespians. One of the ten Best Plays chosen 
for 1972 was Daemen’s OH DAD POOR DAD. Four of the ten Best 
Performances were Meg Quinn’s Lady Bracknell in THE IM­
PORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST and her Rosalie in OH DAD 
POOR DAD; Kenneth Siminski’s Jonathan in OH DAD POOR DAD; 
Kathleen Rooney’s Mercy Croft in the KILLING OF SISTER 
GEORGE. And one of the ten Best Directors, Ms. Toni Smith for OH 
DAD POOR DAD. The aforementioned individuals are all members of 
the Daemen Company. Good show!
The TOY Company, soon to become incorporated, has been touring 
performances of THE SHAPE WE’RE IN by Carol A. Korty and. 
directed by Paula Kregg. To date, it has reached audiences in 
Williamsville, Buffalo and Lockport’s Kenan Center. SHAPE is all 
about people getting along with each other and yet appreciating their 
physical differences - illustrated for children through characters in 
block, barrel, rectangle and cylinder shapes. Two shows will be given 
at the Jewish Center in Buffalo on Friday, April 2b.
A new concept in children’s theatre has been developed by the 
Theatre of Youth Co.’s Ken Siminski. It is called mini-theatre - short 
children’s stories brought to life - two simultaneous performances on 
the same stage. A demonstration will be given on Amherst 
Cablevision (Channel 5) on April 17 and 27 on the Rita Gerow Show.
Regarding the success of the TOY workshops, Robbie (a 5-year-old 
student) said it “ ...was the mostest fun that he had ever had.” Parents 
interested in enrolling their children (ages b-18) for the fall session 
should call 839-3144 for a brochure.
Once again we would like to remind you that our last major effort of 
the school year, SUMMER AND SMOKE, will open Friday, May 4 and 
play until Sunday, May 7. Tickets are available at the door - $2.00 for 
adults - $1.00 for students - $.50 for students with RHC I.D.’s.
